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Abstract
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Site in the Cross Hairs – Reconsidering Technology and Remedy 
Decision Making to Improve Resiliency and Achieve Effective 
Sustainable Remediation

 A coastal site with a typical groundwater extraction and treatment remediation system found itself in the cross hairs of 
Mother Nature – a devastating hurricane, followed by earthquakes and a global pandemic. This site is an ideal case 
study to demonstrate the exorbitance of maintaining conventional high-energy remediation amongst changing world 
conditions. The recent high-toll impacts of these natural events highlight the importance of accounting for resiliency in 
decision making and implementing a compatible contaminated land management strategy. High tolls were paid by the 
conventional remedy with respect to all three facets of the sustainable remediation framework – social, environmental, 
and economic. The costs pushed the team to re-evaluate the remedy and consider similar future impacts as an 
important factor in a decision to transition to a more sustainable remedy that incorporates natural processes. As 
supported by current science, the capacity of natural processes to remediate this dense petroleum-based contaminant 
source surpasses conventionally held assumptions. This presentation seeks to show the real impacts of changing global 
conditions at one typical coastal site so that others can learn how to avoid a similar situation.



Agenda
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 The comfort of conventional remediation
 Mother nature takes its tolls
 Rethinking durable and resilient remediation
 Closing thoughts

SITE



Presentation objectives
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How resilient 
is my 

remedy and 
what tolls 

might I pay?

 Describe significant actual remediation impacts caused by climate 
change-related and global pandemic events at a coastal site
 Persuade future thinking on:
− giving higher weight to resiliency in remedy selection
− designing for remedy durability
− incorporating natural processes into remedies from the onset



Conventional remediation history
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 Former manufacturing facility released petroleum-DNAPL
 Source removed/stabilized and groundwater extraction 

and treatment used to control residuals since 1990
− Treated water discharged under permit to adjacent bay
− USEPA RCRA permit governs site remediation

 Compliant remedy with regulatory and public support
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RW RW



Unsustainable remedial path
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 Initially effective, but now past its useful life
 Treated discharge to permitted outfall in nearby Bay
− >$1M/yr for OM&M

 Excessive environmental footprint
− Generated waste that required distal transportation for disposal 

(>300,000L)

 It is very difficult to wean off ~20 years regulatory compliance and delivery 
certainty



Mother nature takes its tolls
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 Cat4 Hurricane Maria (Sep17)

 Seismic activity – magnitude 5 since 29Dec19

 COVID-19 pandemic (since Mar20)

 Net effect
− Millions $ repair costs to maintain operating remedy
− Schedule delays due to sole use of local staffing/contractors
− Increased H&S precautions

SITE

BC SABCS

2.5+ Earthquakes (3Sep-3Oct20) - USGS

ME



Optimization in the works
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 Hypothesis of plume stability developed
 Monitoring and contingency plan written
− USEPA approval granted to initiate it

 Temporary recovery system shutdown 
 Evaluating changes in DNAPL and dissolved 

plumes
 Plan to transition to an optimized remedy
 However… recent events changed the 

way we are redesigning the remedy



Remedial technology hierarchy modification
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 We often continue to focus on balancing regulatory requirements and cost in 
technology selection – exclude true sustainability

 We’ve refocused attention on long-term implications of remedial design 
inclusive of resiliency



Rethinking durable and resilient remediation
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 Resiliency will now be explicitly considered
− Sustainability/green remediation/valuing nature were on radar

 Potential new site-specific decision-making criteria:
− Social factors
 H&S precautions and improved pandemic preparedness
 Local staffing and training plan

− Environment factors
 Maintenance of protectiveness/effectiveness during extreme events
 Remedy durability to upset conditions

− Economic factors
 Life cycle analysis inclusive of climate change-related events

USEPA Greener Cleanup (2019)

CH2M’s Valuing Nature (2017)



Natural processes are inherently resilient

 Microbiological systems well developed
− After many years of cohabitation with contaminants

 Natural source zone depletion (NSZD) is 
significant
− Direct contact oil biodegradation

 Accurately account for natural processes
 Natural processes must be a part of a more 

resilient solution

Palaia (2016)



Closing thoughts

How resilient 
is my 

remedy and 
what tolls 

might I pay?

 We knew the remedy required optimization and were headed down 
the path
− Hazardous waste required overseas shipping, high cost, past its useful 

life

 However, recent natural events (local and global) significantly 
modified our thinking
 Explicitly considering resiliency in transition remedy decision
 A durable remedy demands more resilient remedial design
− Interjects creative element to maintain cost-effectiveness



Thank you!


